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Abstract: Graphs are highly prevalent as a form of quantitative data in various science, technology, engineering and mathematics fields. Thus, graphical literacy is especially important in understanding today’s world and being scientifically literate. However, students often face difficulties in graph interpretation and differ substantially in their graphical literacy. While many teachers are aware of students’ difficulties in answering graph items, there is limited knowledge about how students go about attempting graph items. In this exploratory study, we investigated the eye-gaze patterns of experts and novices in graph interpretation of five science inference-based multiple-choice items requiring no prior content knowledge to problem-solve. Experts refer to science university faculty members who are currently teaching science content courses to undergraduate students. Novices refer to university undergraduates majoring in one of the science subjects. Participants’ eye-gaze movements were recorded using the Dikablis eye-tracker, and their eye-gaze patterns and total glance time (s) were subsequently analyzed using the software D-Lab 3.0. Experts focused more on the question stem, whereas novices focused more on the graph. Additionally, experts tend to focus on contextual and graph data features initially, before moving to cues such as options. Conversely, novices demonstrated more sporadic search patterns. The findings contribute to the literature that compares how experts and novices’ problem-solve graph items that are inference-based. An interesting future study on the eye gaze patterns and accuracy of answers is suggested from a finding. This study also provides a set of heuristics to be adopted in the teaching and learning of graph interpretation. The findings of this study have implications for teachers in the way they scaffold
students’ approach to answering graphical items. Additionally, students can employ heuristics to answer graphical items more effectively.
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1. **Introduction**

Graphical displays of data are ubiquitous in today’s society, and they can be found vastly in newspapers, television, science, engineering and education fields [5,18]. Graphs are an alternative form of representation of data and may aid in visualization through the formation of a mental image of data, thus resulting in a better understanding and comparison of data [45]. Graphs are typically used to represent mathematical functions, present data from sciences, and describe scientific theories [40]. In science, graphs are used to summarize complex information or relationships, and thus are typically used in formal scientific communication, for instance in research articles. Further, graphical representation is highly prevalent in the scientific field as it eases the understanding of quantitative information and can be useful in depicting a quantitative or scientific concept [40]. The organization of data into graphs and tables is an integral method of data representation in order to deduce relationships between variables [18]. It also aids in understanding data and can often reveal what is typically unseen in other representations such as verbal description [8] or scientific textbooks [18]. As such, reading and interpreting graphical data is pivotal in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics learning, where graphical literacy is required for students in their research and coursework [2].

The use of graphs as a form of data representation is also highly prevalent in daily life and hence, graphical literacy is a central skill to be literate in today’s information age [18]. Graphical literacy refers to the ability to construct, produce, present, read and interpret charts, maps, graphs, and other visual presentations and graphical inscriptions [37]. According to dual-coding theory, information is retained and retrieved with greater ease when coded in verbal and visual forms [32]. Given the prevalence of graphs as a form of quantitative data [38,39], graphical literacy is especially important in the understanding of today’s world and being scientifically literate.

In a previous study by the second author and coworkers [48], they reported on five graph items in a set of science inference tests designed to investigate middle school students’ inference abilities. These items are designed to assess students’ science inference abilities without needing prior science knowledge. One interesting finding inferred from the Rasch analysis of the students’ responses is that students have experienced difficulty with graph items that contain more than one set of data (e.g., multiple lines or curves) or require them to make projections beyond the given information (e.g., graph axes) to make estimations. However, during this study, the authors could not conduct a follow-up with the school students during the pandemic to find out how students’ problem-solve the items and what difficulties they faced.

Nonetheless, the intriguing results have inspired this follow-up exploratory study with university faculty members responsible for teaching undergraduates majoring in science and were on track to become science school teachers upon graduation from the four-year degree program. We recruited both groups of participants, forming the “expert” and “novice” groups. It should be underscored that the experts’ content knowledge is irrelevant in answering the questions as these are designed to
measure science inference skills. The university faculty members are considered experts due to their experience dealing with graphical data required in their research work.

To gain more insights into the processes and outcomes of the problem-solving process, we harnessed the affordances of eye-tracking technologies to conduct an exploratory study that investigated how the experts and novices went about this process based on eye movement patterns. In this paper, we discuss the findings of the eye-gaze patterns of experts and novices in graph interpretation of all five multiple-choice items with graphs. The eye-gaze patterns and total glance time for each participant are examined. Thus, in studying how experts and novices attempt the graphical items, this study hopes to identify a set of heuristics for answering graphical items. This set of heuristics could be adopted by teachers in coaching students, to provide better scaffolding for students when answering graphical items. The findings of this study have implications for science teachers in designing graph items and teaching students the approach to problem-solving graph items.

In what follows, we discuss the literature that examines the difficulties faced by students when interpreting graphs. This helps to justify this study. Extensive reviews of eye tracking studies have been conducted [1,38,42,44] hence, we briefly explain the technology but focus more on the applications of this technology to understand how experts and novices decipher graphs differently so that we may distil useful strategies for teaching and learning.

2. Difficulties in graph interpretation

Previous studies have reported on students’ difficulty in problem-solving graph items [18,30]. Students experience difficulties in graph reading and interpretation, graph construction, and graph evaluation [30]. Glazer [18] has found that college students often struggle to understand and use graphical data. Interpreting graphical data as a picture is one of the most common cognitive errors in graph interpretation. This occurs when graphs are viewed as literal depictions of situations rather than abstract quantitative data [18]. Apart from this, difficulties in graph interpretation include confusing the slope and the heights [22], confusing the interval and a point, perceiving the graph as a collection of discrete points [25], focusing on x-y trends only [41], and difficulties due to the amount of information presented in the graph, its format, and inappropriate visual features or teachers' expertise [6]. Teachers’ expertise might pose a barrier to implementing meaningful practice in graphing competence [18].

To help students in graph interpretation, it is crucial that teachers are well-equipped with the relevant skills and strategies required [21,46]. However, studies have reported that teachers lack graph interpretation competencies [6,11,33]. A study by Bowen and Roth [6] has investigated the responses of preservice elementary and secondary science teachers to data and graph interpretation tasks. The study suggested that preservice teachers are unprepared in teaching data collection and analysis and that more experience is required in engaging in data and graph interpretation practices [6]. Similarly, the study by Patahuddin and Lowrie [33] illustrates that most middle school teachers have difficulty answering questions requiring reading beyond the data. Questions that require reading beyond the data are more cognitively demanding and require competent conceptual understanding. This concurs with another study by Çil and Kar [11], which reveals that while preservice science teachers can read values and trends in graphs, they are not proficient at the higher levels of graph interpretation. As aforementioned, teachers’ expertise poses one of the barriers to
student’s graph interpretation competencies. However, teachers may not have the skills required to teach graph interpretation. Hence, to aid students in graph interpretation, it is crucial that teachers have the relevant skills and strategies required.

3. Experts versus novices

Studies comparing problem-solving by experts and novices have shown a difference in how experts and novices solve problems [7,10,19]. In a study on information problem solving by experts and novices, it is noted that experts tend to spend more time on the task and activate their prior knowledge more often than novices [7]. Further, a study by Harsh et al. [19] reveals that the level of science expertise directly impacts how individuals direct their attention when completing graph-based tasks. More specifically, experts tend to focus on contextual and graph data features initially, before moving to cues such as prompts and provided answers. In comparison, novices demonstrate more sporadic search patterns that oscillate between task-based cues and other image elements. Additionally, it is highlighted that experts tend to focus more on contextual elements such as title and axis that may inform their understanding of the image and graph data. Comparatively, novices tend to focus their attention and rely on cues such as provided answer options and question prompts. Notably, there are no interviews conducted with the participants about their thought processes, hence limiting the conclusions that can be drawn about what they think and see. In our study, the research participants were interviewed about their thought processes after answering the graphical multiple-choice items.

In 2011, Gegenfurtner, et al. [17] employed eye-tracking technology in examining expertise differences in the comprehension of visualizations. It is revealed that experts, as compared to non-experts, tend to have shorter fixation durations, more fixations on task-relevant areas, and fewer fixations on task-redundant areas. Another study by Tsai et al. [50] has employed eye-tracking technology in examining students’ visual attention when solving a multiple-choice science problem. This study highlights that when solving an image-based multiple-choice science problem, students generally focus more on chosen options than rejected alternatives and spend more time analyzing relevant factors as compared to irrelevant ones. Further, it is revealed that those who answered the question correctly focused more on relevant factors. In comparison, students who answer the question incorrectly face difficulties in decoding the problem, recognizing the relevant factors, and in self-regulating concentration. Both studies reveal that in comprehending visualizations, the most important aspect would be the task-relevant areas. Additionally, both studies underscored how eye-tracking could be a method for examining how learners comprehend visuals such as graphs. Thus, in this current study, eye-tracking technology was employed in examining how experts and novices attempted five graphical science inference-based multiple-choice items.

This study is premised on the assumptions about the differences in how experts and novices interpret graphical items [38]. This assumption is also backed by several other eye-tracking studies comparing differences between experts and novices learning about aviation Ziv [53], concept mapping [14] and surgical procedures [28] where making observations (e.g., noticing changes in weather conditions outside aircraft, identifying connections between different concepts, and observing changes to different parts of an organ) and focusing on relevant information (e.g., weather change, related concepts, and critical veins connected to the organs) are enacted in interpreting and problem-solving graphs. Additionally, Yen et al.’s [52] study has shown the differences in how
science and non-science students solve scientific graph problems. A recent review article [38] on 32 articles comparing the gaze behaviors of experts and non-experts, reveals consistent arguments for the importance of unpacking the differences between experts and novices so that effective strategies undertaken by experts could be identified and shared to hone the practices of novice learners.

While there is extensive literature comparing experts and novices and in graph problem-solving, our work contributes to the current literature in two ways. First, it extends the work of the Tan et al. [47] who has unpacked the characteristics of science inference items, including the five graph items examined here, that were relatively harder or easier for students to answer. However, the earlier study [47] has not shed light on how students solve the science inference graph items. It also does not inform the readers of ways to support students in problem-solving such types of graph items. Thus, the findings and the heuristics discussed at the end of this paper have practical significance to teachers, especially in honing their pedagogical practices. This is supported by studies showing how eye trackers when applied to medical training, improve the learning of surgeons and radiologists [3,31]. This study also contributes to the literature on eye-tracking studies of graph items by including science inference-based graph items for analysis. While several studies have examined graphs, it is not explicitly reported if the items will evoke prior content knowledge in problem-solving. In this paper, the five graph items analyzed are inference-based items where prior content knowledge is not required in problem-solving. As such, having the prior knowledge will likely not interfere with the eye gaze patterns studied as the participants answer based on the data given.

4. Eye-tracking technology

Eye-tracking technology has been used widely in various fields including education studies, cognitive psychology and educational psychology. The application of this technology lies based on the eye-mind hypothesis, which posits that the fixation of a human gaze is closely related to what the mind processes [23]. However, we acknowledge that this hypothesis is not subscribed to by all researchers doing eye-tracking research [43]. The use of eye-tracking technology in research reveals the underlying cognitive mechanisms involved, thus contributing to the understanding of information processing [36]. Further, the data obtained from eye-tracking provides information on the visual attention allocation during the execution of the primary task [4].

Eye-tracking technology is less intrusive than data collection methods such as thinking-aloud interviews. Although thinking aloud while attempting the graphical items may be an effective way of providing a rich source of data on thought processes, it may alter the thinking process itself, since cognitive resources are redirected from the execution of the primary task [51]. In contrast, eye-tracking technology does not disrupt the execution of the primary task, which refers to attempting the graphical items as in this research.

However, as aforementioned, eye-tracking technology lies on the premise of the eye-mind hypothesis [23], and assumes that eye movements indicate internal cognitive processes. In addition, eye-tracking technology may be limited as it does not reveal the success or failure of comprehending a particular piece of information [20]. The time spent attending to a particular feature does not equate to an adequate comprehension of the underlying principle it denotes [13]. Hence, the data derived from eye-tracking technology needs to be complemented with other forms of data, such as interviews regarding participants’ thought processes, which were employed in this study.
5. Research questions

This study aims to address the following research question: What are the differences (if any) in the eye tracking patterns of experts and novices when they are problem-solving graph items? The findings of the research question will provide insights into how expertise levels affect the strategies employed in graph interpretation. Given how experts and novices differ in the way they solve problems, it is postulated that the different expertise levels will affect the strategies employed in graph interpretation. The differences in eye-gaze patterns of experts and novices and the thought processes gathered can aid in understanding how novices and experts tackle graphical items, and subsequently a set of heuristics could be derived, providing answers to the second research question. Heuristics is an approach to problem-solving; it provides a set of strategies in decision making [12]. In deriving a set of heuristics for graph interpretation, students can adopt it as a general guideline and aid them in tackling graphical items more effectively.

6. Methodology

6.1. Participants

The research participants included three University science faculty members (“experts”) and three science undergraduates (“novices”) from a university in Singapore. All three science faculty members attained a PhD and had over 15 years of teaching experience at the time of the study. In the context of this study, science faculty members were regarded as content experts whereas science undergraduates were regarded novices based on their qualifications and years of experience in the field of science and science education. The participants were recruited based on personal contacts. All of them participated voluntarily and gave their consent prior to the data collection.

6.2. Data collection

The Dikablis eye-tracker was used to record the gaze patterns of participants. The scene and gaze-patterns of participants were recorded by the eye-tracker. The same eye-tracker was used with the six participants. To ensure the quality of data analysis, the eye-tracker was calibrated for each participant before proceeding with the data collection. Participants were explicitly requested not to move their heads after calibrating the eye-tracker. This was to ensure the accuracy of the calibration. Each participant was tasked to determine the answer to the graphical multiple-choice items projected onto the monitor. Participants sat in front of the monitor at approximately 50 centimeters. There were five graphical multiple-choice items to be answered and no time limit was imposed. The graphical multiple-choice items were administered on a computer. Following this, participants were interviewed about their thought processes when answering the graphical multiple-choice items. The interview was audio-recorded and subsequently transcribed. The entire duration of each participation was one hour, and data collection was conducted individually in a room (Figure 1). Research ethics approval was obtained, and participants’ consent was obtained prior to the start of the study.
6.3. Research instrument

The five graphical multiple-choice items were obtained from the science inference test instruments constructed by Tan et al. [47]. In the study conducted by Tan et al. [47], they constructed a total of five graphical multiple-choice items out of 35 items to measure science inference skills. This meant that limited or no prior content knowledge was required in order to answer the questions correctly. Three of the graphical multiple-choice items were located above the item mean difficulty whereas two of the graphical multiple-choice items were located below the item mean difficulty. Questions located below the item mean difficulty implied that participants found these questions easier whereas questions located above the item mean difficulty implied that participants found these questions more challenging. In this study, we aimed to obtain a deeper understanding of how the participants went about answering the graphical multiple-choice items before deciding on an answer.

6.4. Data analyses

Most studies involving graph literacy have focused on the cognitive and perceptual processes when extracting specific information from graphs [35]. According to empirical studies that drew upon task analytic theories, simple graphs such as bar and line graphs typically follow these stages of processing: (a) pattern recognition, (b) determination of conceptual relations, and (c) encoding of visual features such as referents of the graphs [27,29]. To elaborate, an individual who attempts to problem-solve a graph will read parts of the question multiple times and then search for specific information on the graph during which they will shift between the axes and the main parts of the graph. Once the information is found, multiple shifts (saccades) will occur between the main part of the graph and the legend, and this information will be stored in the memory. The question will then be answered [9,34,49]. The literature suggests that an important starting point for analysis is to identify key areas in each graph items for analysis. Subsequently, we drew upon this information from the literature to identify the areas of interest (AOIs) in our analysis below.

The graph was divided into AOIs, namely, Title, Y-axis, X-axis, Question Stem, Options and Graph (Figure 1). In Figure 1, the title AOI includes the title. The y-axis and x-axis AOI include the y-axis and label, and the y-axis and label respectively. The graph AOI included all the data points and lines. The question stem AOI includes the question. Lastly, the options AOI includes all the options (A, B, C and D) that the research participants could choose as the best answer. The AOIs were defined the same way for all five graphical multiple-choice items. The eye-gaze patterns and total glance time (s) were analyzed using the software D-Lab 3.0. Total glance time (s) is defined as the accumulated glance duration in the direction of an AOI for the selected time interval. For instance, a total glance time of 40 seconds in the direction of the y-axis AOI implied that the participant spent 40 seconds focusing their attention on the y-axis AOI.
7. Results and discussion

7.1. Comparison of task performance

To compare the task performance of experts and novices, the number of participants providing the correct answer for each question was compared. Table 1 shows that the number of correct answers for both experts and novices was relatively similar. Further, Question 5 had the least number of correct answers, with only one correct answer out of the three expert participants, and two correct answers out of the three novice participants. Question 5 required the participants to recognize a pattern change and extend beyond the given information, which could have posed a challenge to experts and novices. This concurred with previous studies, highlighting that graphical items requiring reading beyond the data are more cognitively demanding [11,16,33]. Thus, a higher number of incorrect answers was expected for Question 5. Additionally, when Question 5 was administered to 1,397 Grade 7 students in Singapore, it was shown that this question was located above the item mean difficulty, meaning that most of the students found Question 5 difficult [47]. This suggests an interesting finding and possible future study about the relationship between the eye gaze patterns of experts and novices of the field and the accuracy of their problem-solving.
Table 1. Number of correct answers for each question for experts and novices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Number of correct answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experts (N = 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interestingly, when the research participants were asked which question was the most difficult to answer, most of them highlighted that Questions 3 and 4 were the most difficult, as these questions involved the interpretations of more than one curve. Below are excerpts from their interviews explaining their reasoning: “Generally, graphs with more than one line are more challenging because you have to tease out the different information.” (Excerpt 1) and “Question 3 and 4 would be the more difficult ones because there are more lines… there are more trends to observe.” (Excerpt 2). Both expert and novice participants similarly pointed out that graphs with more than one curve were more challenging. Graphs with more than one curve were more challenging as participants had to manage more information [6,47].

However, from Table 1, it could be seen that all participants answered Question 3 correctly and only one participant answered Question 4 incorrectly. This could be due to the effective strategies employed when tackling such questions that helped ensure the accuracy of their answers. When participants were asked what strategies they used when tackling these questions, it appeared that most of them placed great emphasis on both the question stem and the graph itself (Excerpt 3 & 4):

Excerpt 3. Response by expert participant A
“You have to read the question first, and then you look at the graph and then you try to answer the question. It takes a while to interpret the graph because there are many lines.”

Excerpt 4. Response by expert participant C
“You have to start with understanding the question, what the question is specifically asking for because sometimes the phrasing of the question is not clear, so you need to read several times before you understand what the question is asking for. The second strategy would be looking at the graph and trying to understand the graph, which entails the understanding of the axis… The main thing is to understand what the question is about.”

Both Excerpts 3 and 4 highlighted that to tackle questions involving the interpretations of more than one curve, the two most important aspects were the question stem and the graph itself. Understanding the question stem set the context and allowed participants to distil the important information to focus on. Following which, participants would have a better idea of how to interpret the graph. Our finding concurred with a previous study on the visual attention of students when solving graphical items [26]. The study revealed that students with low confidence in answering the
question correctly spent a longer time on the question stem as compared to high confidence students [26]. This highlighted the importance of understanding the question stem when solving questions that were more challenging. This key finding of the strategies employed in answering more challenging graphical items would aid in the derivation of heuristics in the later section of this paper.

7.2. Comparison of mean time taken

The mean time taken by experts and novices to answer each question was analyzed and our results revealed that in general, experts spent a longer amount of time at each question as compared to novices (Table 2). This concurred with previous findings [7] which highlighted that experts tend to spend more time on the task as compared to novices. A possible reason for the longer time spent on each question could be that experts spend a lot of time on the question stem. This could be seen from Figures 2, 4, 7, 8, 10 (below) which showed that experts generally focused most of the question stem AOI. As seen from Excerpts 3 and 4, experts placed great emphasis on the question stem as understanding the question stems set the context of the graphical items, thus allowing them to distil the important aspects of the graph to give more attention to.

Table 2. Mean time taken for each question for experts and novices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Mean time taken (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experts (N = 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>40.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>82.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>78.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3. Comparison of mean total glance time

The mean total glance time of experts and novices for each question and for questions excluding incorrect answers were compared. The mean total glance time revealed the amount of time participants spent at the respective AOI, indicating the portion of the graph participants spent the most time looking.

7.4. Mean total glance time for each graph item

The summary results for the mean total glance time for each AOI of the five graphical multiple-choice items for both experts and novices are shown in the following figures. Figure 2 showed that for Question 1, experts focused more on the question stem AOI whereas novices focused more on the graph AOI.
As compared to experts, novices spent less time on the question stem AOI for Question 1. Further, as compared to novices, experts spent less time on the graph AOI for Question 1. This could be due to the nature of Question 1. Question 1 (Figure 3) was a relatively easy question with only one line in the graph. Additionally, the answers could be obtained by a simple subtraction of two respective values [47]. Thus, experts did not require much time to interpret the less complex graph. Instead, more time was spent on analyzing the question stem. As aforementioned, experts viewed the question stem as one of the most important aspects of a graphical item, as it set the context and allowed them to distil the important aspects of the graph to focus on.
Figure 4 showed that for Question 2, both experts and novices focused on the question stem AOI the most. It could also be seen that generally, the time spent on the different AOIs for both experts and novices was similar for Question 2. Comparable to Question 1, Question 2 (Figure 5) was relatively easy as it only had one line in the graph, and the answers could be obtained by identifying one value in the graph [47]. Specifically, Question 2 involved the interpretations of a pH curve, of which both the science experts and science novices had prior knowledge. This could explain why both experts and novices spent less time on the graph AOI. As aforementioned, the question stem AOI was one of the most important aspects of a graphical item, which explained why most amount of time was spent on it for this question.

![Figure 4. Mean total glance time (s) for Question 2.](image)

![Figure 5. Question 2 of graphical multiple-choice item.](image)
Our results revealed that for simple graphs that participants possessed prior knowledge, more time was spent on the question stem and less time was spent on the graph. This suggested that there was a hierarchy of importance for the different parts of the graph, depending on the difficulty level in comprehending the graph, and if prior knowledge was present. As compared to analyzing the graph directly, perhaps the greater emphasis should be on the question stem, which was key to problem-solving.

In comparison to Questions 1 and 2, Question 3 (Figure 6) was more difficult as it involved the interpretations of more than one curve [47]. Interestingly, our results highlighted that the experts and novices still focused on the question stem AOI the most (Figure 7). Previously, it was mentioned in Excerpts 3 and 4 that more emphasis was placed on the question stem AOI for questions that were more difficult. Thus, this explained why the mean total glance time for the question stem AOI was the highest for both experts and novices.

![Dissolved Oxygen Levels in Water at Different Temperatures](image)

**Figure 6.** Question 3 of graphical multiple-choice item.
For Question 4, it was noted that experts focused more on the options AOI whereas novices focused more on the graph AOI (Figure 8). Interestingly, both experts and novices spent significantly less time on the question stem AOI for Questions 4 and 5, than Questions 1, 2 and 3. This could be due to the increased complexity of the graph. Question 4 (Figure 9) involved a graph with more than one curve and with differing trends. Additionally, it could be seen that the time spent on the graph AOI was much less for experts as compared to novices despite the difficulty level of Question 4. This highlighted the differences in expertise levels between experts and novices. Here, it could be deduced that experts found it less difficult to interpret the graph of Question 4 despite having four different curves.
Similar to our results for Question 4, it was observed that experts focused more on options, whereas novices focused more on the graph AOI when answering Question 5 (Figures 10, 11). Further, it was interesting to note that the total glance time for both experts and novices for the graph AOI was almost the same (Figure 10).
The AOI that the experts and novices focused on the most for each question based on the mean total glance time (s) was summarized in Table 3. From Table 3, it could be concluded that in general, experts focused more on the question stem AOI whereas novices focused more on the graph AOI. This was in contrast to a previous study [19] which reported that experts tend to focus more on contextual elements such as title and axis that may serve to inform their understanding of the image, as well as graph data. In comparison, novices tended to focus their attention and rely on cues such as options and question stem [19]. This could be explained by the theory of long-term working memory [15], which posited that advanced learners were able to encode information in the long-term memory faster and were able to access it efficiently for later task operations. Additionally, this was in agreement with the problem-solving literature [7], which highlighted that experts could activate their prior knowledge more often than novices. As such, experts, who worked frequently with graphical data, may spend a shorter amount of time understanding the data presented in the graphical item. Instead, more time was spent on analyzing the question stem with the data they had already understood. This was especially so for Questions 1 and 2, which were relatively easier. Question 1 involved a simple calculation question whereas Question 2 involved identification of a specific number on the graph. In comparison, novices might require more time to process the data presented in the graphical item. Thus, they spent the most amount of time on the graph AOI.

Table 3. Summary of the AOI experts and novices paid the most attention to for Question 1 to 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Experts (N = 3)</th>
<th>Novices (N = 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Question stem</td>
<td>Graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Question stem</td>
<td>Question stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Question stem</td>
<td>Question stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Options</td>
<td>Graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Options</td>
<td>Graph</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. Question 5 of graphical multiple-choice item.
7.5. Mean total glance time for questions excluding incorrect answers

From Table 1, it could be seen that there was one incorrect answer for Question 4 out of the three experts, two incorrect answers for Question 5 out of the three experts, and one incorrect answer for Question 5 out of the three novices. The summary results for the mean total glance time (s) for each AOI of Questions 4 and 5 by participants who answered correctly were shown in Figures 12 and 13.

Figure 12 showed that for experts who answered Question 4 correctly a significantly large amount of time was spent on the options AOI. This was similar to the data shown in Figure 8. Figure 13 showed that for experts who answered Question 5 correctly, a significantly large amount of time was spent on the y-axis AOI. This was in contrast to the data shown in Figure 10, where experts focused most on the options AOI for Question 5. Further, Figure 13 showed that for novices who answered Question 5 correctly, a large amount of time was spent on the options AOI. This was in contrast to the data shown in Figure 10 that showed the novices focused most on the graph AOI for Question 5.

**Figure 12.** Mean total glance time (s) for expert participants that answered Question 4 correctly.

**Figure 13.** Mean total glance time (s) for participants that answered Question 5 correctly.
The differences observed could be due to the nature of Question 5. As aforementioned, Question 5 required participants to recognize a pattern change and to extend beyond the given information. Since the question involved a prediction of the temperature in the Year 2011, it was likely that there was a greater emphasis on the y-axis which is also the year. Hence this could explain why for experts who answered Question 5 correctly, a large amount of time was spent on the y-axis AOI.

On the other hand, novices who answered Question 5 correctly spent a significantly large amount of time on the options AOI. Since Question 5 required participants to extend beyond the given information, it was likely that novices spent a greater amount of time choosing between the options available and determining which options provided the best possible answer. While the graph AOI was important as it provided the general trend, difficulty in the interpretation of the graph may lead to an incorrect answer. The mean total glance time novices spent on the graph AOI for Question 5 was the highest as compared to the other AOIs (Figure 6). This could also imply the difficulties novices faced in interpreting the trend for Question 5. Given this, relying on cues such as the options might instead aid novices in choosing the best answer.

7.6. Comparison of eye-gaze pattern for questions with correct answers

After examining the eye-gaze patterns of each participant for the five graphical multiple-choice items, it was found that for experts. In Figure 14, the line represents the eye movement, numbers indicate the order, and the dot size represents the time spent fixated at that point. The first thing that the experts noticed was the title AOI. This was followed by the y-axis AOI, x-axis AOI, question AOI and pattern AOI, in no particular order. In general, the experts took notice of the options AOI the last. For novices (Figure 15), it was noted that in general, they would first notice the title AOI. In Figure 15, the line represents the eye movement, numbers indicate the order, and dot size represents the time spent fixated at that point. Following this, there was no clear trend of how novices continued to analyze the graphical item.

This finding corresponded with previous studies [19], which showed that experts initially focused on contextual and graph data features, before moving to cues such as prompts and provided answers. On the other hand, novices demonstrated more sporadic search patterns that oscillated between task-based cues and other image elements.
Figure 14. Example of an expert’s eye-gaze pattern over the first 20 seconds of viewing the graphical multiple-choice item.

Figure 15. Example of a novice’s eye-gaze pattern over the first 20 seconds of viewing the graphical multiple-choice item.
7.7. Comparison of eye-gaze pattern for participants who answered Question 5 incorrectly

As Question 5 had the greatest number of incorrect answers out of the five questions, the eye-gaze patterns for participants who answered Question 5 incorrectly were examined. From the eye-gaze patterns, there was no clear trend in the way the three participants analyzed Question 5.

8. Implications of the study

8.1. Recommended heuristics for answering graphical multiple-choice items

Examining how experts and novices interpreted graphical items has deepened our understanding of the skills required to answer graphical items correctly. The findings of our study could be used to identify a set of heuristics for answering graphical items effectively. The practical implication of this study is that it has afforded a set of heuristics for teachers to scaffold students’ problem-solving of graph questions and for students to use adaptively to answer graph questions in a more structured manner.

This set of heuristics was derived from the eye-gaze patterns of both experts and novices. Based on our results, the heuristics are structured according to: (1) the order of priority for the different components of a graph and (2) problem solving. Table 4 presents an overview of the set of heuristics for answering graphical items effectively. The order of priority for the different components of a graph is encompassed in steps 1 and 2, whereas the heuristics for problem solving are encompassed in steps 3, 4 and 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heuristics for answering graphical items effectively</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Direct the attention towards graphical information, which includes the title, y-axis and x-axis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Analyze the graph and identify any visible trend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Focus on the question stem. This should be the main focus when answering graphical items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. When there is a possible answer in mind, look at the options available and choose the best possible option.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. If there is difficulty in interpreting the graph, the emphasis should be on the options available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first step in answering graphical items is to direct the attention towards graph information, such as the title, y-axis and x-axis. This reflects the eye-gaze patterns of experts and novices who have answered the graphical multiple-choice items correctly. Both experts (Figure 9) and novices (Figure 10) noticed the title AOI first. Looking at the title AOI first sets the context for the graphical item. The second step would involve analyzing the graph and identifying any visible trend. After which, the focus would be on the question stem. This should be the main focus when answering graphical multiple-choice items, as it presents the issue the question is asking, and it helps to narrow down the focus of the graph. This reflects the strategies used by experts and novices when answering the more difficult questions. Excerpt 3 and 4 highlight that emphasis on the question stem is an effective strategy for tackling more difficult questions. Additionally, Table 3 highlights that experts generally focus on the question stem most. Once the graph analysis is done and a possible answer is in mind, the fourth step would be looking at the available options. This reflects the experts’ eye-gaze patterns (Figure 9), which show that experts move on to cues such as the options last, after analyzing...
the contextual and graph data feature. If there is difficulty in interpreting the graph, the emphasis should be on the options, as multiple-choice items are about choosing the best possible answer [24]. This is reflective of how novices tackled more challenging questions such as Question 5 (Figure 8). It is noted that novices would focus more on the options available when faced with difficulties in graph interpretation.

9. Conclusion and limitations

This paper has reported on a study that adopted eye-tracking technology to shed deeper insights into how participants with different levels of content knowledge and teaching experience attempt graph items. The findings of this study are built on a previous study by Teo et al. [48] who identified a set of graph items and their levels of difficulty as determined by more than 1,000 Grade 7 students. While the participants of this study are not Grade 7 students because of data collection constraints during the COVID-19 pandemic, the findings of the study have helped us to infer different approaches undertaken by experts and novices when solving these science inference items requiring limited prior content knowledge. The difference between the expert and novice strategies has illuminated the steps that students could undertake to problem-solve graph items in a more systematic and effective manner. The heuristics we have derived from the findings could be used to scaffold the bridging of the expert-novice gap.

While the study has generated a set of useful heuristics, we are mindful that this exploratory study was conducted with a small sample size. As such, our findings may be influenced by sampling error. This could explain some of the disagreements with previous studies as aforementioned. Thus, future studies could collect data from a larger sample size for more comprehensive research. While we have earlier cited studies from medical and aerospace education to show how expert knowledge and practices have been successfully taught to students and interns, the heuristics are suggested as simple guides for teachers and could only be validated if put into use and researched.

Additionally, this study has examined only the eye-gaze patterns of science professors (experts) and science undergraduates (novices). However, science undergraduates still possessed a certain level of expertise as compared to secondary school students. As such, future studies (if the situation permits) could involve the collection of data from secondary school students and teachers as well. This would allow for more comprehensive and relevant research.
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